
A NOTE ON OPEN MAPS

STEPHEN SMALE

In [l ] E. E. Floyd proved that if X and Y are Peano continua and

f: X—>F is light, open, and onto, then the covering homotopy prop-

erty for a point holds. Here we will prove (Theorem 1) that under

different (roughly speaking, more general) conditions the covering

homotopy property for a point holds up to a homotopy. This has cer-

tain implications on the induced homomorphism of the fundamental

groups (Theorem 2).

1. Definitions. We consider a triple (X, p, Y) to consist of two

topological spaces X and Y and a map p from X into Y. We denote

by 7 the closed unit interval.

A triple (X, p, Y) has the covering homotopy property for a point

if given a map /: 7—*Y and a point qCp~f(0), there exists a map

/': I^>X with/{0) =q and pf=f. The covering homotopy property for

a point holds up to homotopy if_given (X, p, Y),f and q as above,

there exists a map/: 7—>X with f(0) =q, pf(l) =/(l) and pf is homo-
topic to/ with the homotopy fixed on the end points of 7.

A map is called proper if the inverse images of compact sets are

compact. If A is a subset of a space X, then iri(A/X) will denote the

image of iri(A) in iri(X) under the homomorphism induced by inclu-

sion. A space 5 will be called semilocally 1-connected if for each

point xCS, there exists a neighborhood U of x such that iri(U/S) = 1.

A triple (X, p, Y) will be said to have Property A if the following

is true:

Property A. The space X is locally arcwise connected and Haus-

dorff; Y is semilocally 1-connected and metric. The map p is open,

proper, and onto.

The main theorem of this note is the following.

Theorem 1. A triple (X, p, Y) having Property A has the covering

homotopy property for a point up to homotopy.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. Let Y be a metric space and f: X—* Y be proper and onto.

Suppose yCYand Uis an open set of X containingf~l(y). Then there

exists a neighborhood V of y such that f~l( V) C U.
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Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. For each integer i>0, let

Vi be a neighborhood of y of diameter 1/i. Then for each i there exists a

point yiE F,- with/-'(y,-)n(X- U)^0. Choose xtG/-1(y,)ri(X- TJ)
for each i. The set K = \JyiUy is compact hence f~x(K) is. Therefore

the set {x,} has a limit point, say x. By the continuity off, xEf~x(y).

Since X— TJ is closed, xEX—TJ, contradicting the previous state-

ment, q.e.d.

Remark. R. L. Wilder has pointed out to me that if instead of Y

being metric, Y is Hausdorff and has a countable basis of neighbor-

hoods at each point then the proof for this lemma is still valid. In

all the theorems in this paper, metric may be replaced by possession

of this property.

The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds as follows.

For each yE F choose by the semilocally 1-connectedness property

of Y a neighborhood TJV of y such that iri(Uy/X) =1. Then for each

xEp~1(y) let Py(x) be an arcwise connected neighborhood of x such

that p [Py(x) ] C TJy. By the compactness of p_1(y) choose a finite

number of these neighborhoods, say Pi„, • • • , Pky, covering p~1(y).

Let Py = \JPiy and Vv = V\p(Piy). Since p is open Vy is an open set of

Y containing y. Choose by Lemma 1 a neighborhood Vy of y con-

tained in Vy such that p~1(Vy)EPv.

Let g: 7—>F be given with g(0) =y0 and x0Gp-1(:yo)- We will con-

struct a map g: 7—*X such that g(0) =x0, pg(l) =g(l) and pg is homo-

topic to g with fixed endpoints.

Let S be the Lebesgue number of the covering of 7, {g~1(Vv)/yE F}.

If 7o= {tEI/0<t<5}, g(70) is contained in one of the F„'s say V

with VEVEU, V = C\p(Pi), P = 0Pi, and p~l(V)EP. The open sets
here are to correspond in the obvious fashion to those of the previous

paragraphs. Then x0 will lie in some P,- say Pi. Let xx be an arbitrary

point in the nonempty intersection Pir\p~1[g(8)]. For 0<t<o define

g(t) to be an arc in Pi with g(0) =x0 and g(5) =xi. Then by the choice

of TJ, for 0<t<d, g(t) is homotopic to pg(t) with the homotopy fixed

on t = 0 and £ = 5. Iteration will yield a satisfactory definition of g(t)

for all /G7. This proves Theorem 1.

Remark. Examples show that Theorem 1 is false if either of the

local connectedness conditions is dropped. Also the qualification "up

to homotopy" is necessary.

3. Applications.

Corollary 1. If (X, p, Y) is a triple possessing Property A, yEY,

and xEp~1(y), then the induced transformation pt:iri(X, p~x(y), x)

—>7Ti(F, y) is onto.

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
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Corollary 2. Suppose under the conditions of Corollary 1 the single

inverse image p~1(y) is arcwise connected. Then the induced homo-

morphism pt: iri(X, x)—>tti(F, y) is onto.

Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1 and the exact homotopy se-

quence of the pair (X, p~l(y)).

Theorem 2. Let (X, p, Y) be a triple having Property A. Then the

quotient iri(Y, y)/pi[iri(X, x)} is finite.

M. L. Curtis [2, p. 239] proved a somewhat weaker theorem using

the previously mentioned result of E. E. Floyd. The proof in his paper

applys directly here to yield Theorem 2 from Theorem 1. It will not

be repeated.

Theorem 2 is roughly a generalization of a result obtained by T.

Ganea [3, p. 195]. Ganea proved that under local connectedness con-

ditions, given an open map of a compact Hausdorff space X onto a

Hausdorff space Y, if iri(X) is finite then 7Ti( Y) is. Ganea uses Cheval-

ley's definition of fundamental group.

In the following, the homology is the singular theory, Q denotes

the rational group and Z the group of integers.

Theorem 3. If (X, p, Y) is a triple possessing Property A and X is

arcwise connected then the induced homomorphism p*:Hi(X; Q)

-»77i(F; Q) is onto.

Proof. The Hurewicz homomorphism h: tti(F)—>77i(F) induces a

homomorphism ht: in(Y)/pf[iri(X)]-*Hi(Y; Z)/p*[Hi(X; Z)]. Since

h is onto, ht is also onto. Then from Theorem 2 it follows that

77i(F; Z)/pi([Hi(X; Z) ] is finite. Theorem 3 follows from the univer-
sal coefficient theorem for homology.

It might be mentioned that Whyburn [4] proved a result similar

to Theorem 3 using rational Vietoris homology. The only differences

are that his spaces were compact metric without local connectedness

conditions and he assumed that the Vietoris group Ht(X; Q) was

finitely generated.
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